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Abstract: Many of the remarkable electrical and optical properties of organic semiconductors are governed by the interaction of electronic excitations with intra- and intermolecular vibrational modes. However, in specific systems this interaction is not understood in detail at a molecular level and this has been due, at least in part, to the lack of easy-to-use and widely available experimental probes of the structural dynamics. Here we demonstrate that electron diffraction on crystalline thin films of molecular semiconductors, such as 6,13-bistriisopropyl-silylthynyl (TIPS) pentacene, is a powerful tool to probe directly correlated intermolecular motions and lattice phonons. The amplitude and direction of the dominant molecular motions can be determined by
comparison of the diffuse scattering with simulations and molecular dynamics calculations. This technique could enable a much deeper understanding of the structural dynamics in a wide range of organic semiconductors.

**One Sentence Summary:** Direct measurement of lattice vibrations in an organic semiconductor is reported and used to explain the transport behaviour of TIPS-pentacene.

**Main Text:** In van-der-Waals bonded molecular solids electronic excitations couple strongly to intra- and intermolecular molecular vibrations leading to large reorganisation energies and polaron formation and giving rise to many of the unique electrical and optical properties of these materials (1). In particular, in molecular crystals the coupling of electronic excitations, such as charge carriers or excitons, to low-energy thermal lattice fluctuations such as soft librational or translational phonon modes is believed to be responsible for the observed decrease in carrier mobility with increasing temperature (2). Thermal lattice fluctuations lead to temporal variations of the transfer integrals, as these are highly sensitive to the relative intermolecular positions of adjacent molecules. This dynamic disorder has been predicted theoretically to result in localisation of the charge carriers (3). Recently, it has been reported that this dynamic disorder model provides a consistent framework for understanding the electrical and optical properties of charge carriers in crystalline, high mobility molecular semiconductors, such as TIPS-pentacene, and is able to explain variations in charge carrier mobility with molecular structure and crystal packing (4). A detailed understanding of the nature and strength of thermal lattice fluctuations as a function of molecular structure and intermolecular packing is urgently needed to guide the design of novel molecules with even higher charge carrier mobilities.

Unfortunately, experimental studies of the coupling between electronic excitations and molecular structure are rarely based on direct measurements of the structural dynamics, but on inferring molecular motions from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (3) or from indirect measurements (5). This is because of a lack of experimental techniques that are able to probe
directly the structural dynamics in these materials. In principle, X-ray scattering provides a powerful method to experimentally investigate thermal motion in molecular crystals (6). However, the displacements are relatively small, typically less than 1 Å, and thus synchrotron measurements would be needed to provide the required energies. Furthermore, X-ray scattering requires typically large single-crystalline areas to avoid averaging over several crystalline domains within the area exposed to the X-ray beam.

In this paper we present a comparatively simple and widely applicable electron diffraction method to determine quantitatively intermolecular motions in molecular crystals. We apply this technique to study the lattice dynamics of thin films of TIPS-pentacene (shown schematically in Figure 1A), a widely researched, high mobility organic semiconductors for applications in flexible electronics (7).

Electron diffraction in the transmission electron microscope (TEM) is especially well-suited to analysing organic crystals because of three factors. (i) Electrons interact far more strongly with matter than X-rays enabling weak diffuse scattering to be detected more readily; (ii) information can be gathered out to high scattering angles, equivalent to <0.5 Å resolution even for light atoms (8) and (iii) single crystal patterns can be acquired with sub-nanometre spatial resolution, from polycrystalline regions and thin films, avoiding the need for the large samples required for similar X-ray and neutron diffraction experiments. However, care is needed to avoid beam damage and to account for dynamical effects; we comment further on both later in this article.

Uniform TIPS-pentacene films (with typical grain sizes of several hundred microns) were produced using a novel combination of drop-cast and flotation procedures that is applicable to most non water-soluble organic semiconductors (Supporting Information). The crystal structure of TIPS-pentacene is known to be triclinic (space group P̅1) with cell parameters \(a=7.565\ \text{Å}, \ b=7.750\ \text{Å}, \ c=16.835\ \text{Å}, \ \alpha=89.15^\circ, \ \beta=78.42^\circ \text{ and } \gamma=83.63^\circ\) (9). The crystal structure as viewed
parallel to the [001] direction is shown in Figure 1B. Small-angle convergent-beam electron diffraction (CBED) patterns, were acquired from TIPS-pentacene film, an example is shown in Figure 1C (in this case the sample was cooled to 100 K to improve the clarity of the pattern and the longevity of the films under irradiation). This [001] pattern shows streaks of diffuse intensity (almost) parallel to [120]* (the [120]* direction can be seen from the streak passing through 450 and 530) reflections indicating structural disorder. Patterns from other zone axes (Supplementary Information) show similar diffuse streaks, consistent with these being traces of a single set of planes of diffuse scattering whose normal is parallel (within experimental error) to [2\bar{1}0]*.

Planes of diffuse scattering indicate a 1-D breakdown of structural correlation, as would be the case for thermally driven linear motion and so by analysis of the form and intensity of the diffuse scattering it is possible to identify the atomic displacements associated with the disorder (10). Figure 1D shows schematically how a well-defined linear motion in real space creates a range of interplanar angles (\( \delta, \epsilon, \theta \)) and planar spacings (\( l, m, n \)). This results in the corresponding reciprocal lattice points lying on a well-defined line (Figure 1E). The displacement vector of the atoms in the structure is perpendicular to this line and thus the normal to the plane of diffuse scattering defines the direction of any displacement. The molecular and crystal structure of TIPS-pentacene suggests a possible source of atomic displacement through a longitudinal motion of the pentacene fragment (which lies normal to the streak direction in Figures 1B and C). The enmeshed isopropylsilyl side-chains together with the cofacial \( \pi - \pi \) stacking creates a linear channel in which the pentacene fragment resides; the side-chains should provide sufficient flexibility to allow some deviation in the position of each pentacene fragment in the structure. The pentacene fragment long axis lies, to a very good approximation, parallel to [2\bar{1}0] (See Supporting Information) and thus the diffuse streaks seen (traces of the plane of diffuse scattering).

\footnote{In fact the angle between [120]* and [2\bar{1}0]* is 88.24°}
scattering) are consistent with a linear displacement along the pentacene long axis. The modulation of the intensity along the streaks is caused by the convolution with the shape transform of the pentacene molecule.\(^2\)

To validate our method it was essential to ensure that (i) such displacements do not arise from beam-induced defects and that (ii) motions induced by the electron beam are minor. To show the latter, time series were recorded at 100 K and 300 K, each comprising 35 diffraction patterns. Figure 2A shows a selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern, from one of the time series recorded at 300 K. Linescans through the diffuse streaks (corrected for the Bragg reflections) yield intensity profiles and the evolution of such a profile is displayed by the blue lines in Figure 2b, which indicate an initial increase in streak intensity. Even at significantly higher electron doses (in this series \(8.8 \times 10^{-3} \text{ C/cm}^2\) was applied between images) than used for the actual data acquisition the increase never exceeded 30% of the initial value, showing that electron-beam induced motions are a source of error which tends to overestimate the actual molecular motion (Supplementary Information).

To investigate the former point above, electron diffraction patterns were recorded at \(\sim 10\) K, using a liquid helium stage to reduce thermal effects. These showed a significant reduction in diffuse intensity, with the remaining energy at 10 K (including the residual zero-point vibration) responsible for the non-zero intensity of the streaks (Supporting Information). This indicates that the displacements arise from dynamic motions within the structure rather than from static displacements such as defects; a result which was further strengthened by a closer examination of the time series. Figure 2B shows the evolution of the features indicated in the diffraction pattern (Fig. 2A), with the initial intensity of every feature normalised. The \(\pm 120\) reflections (green) and the diffuse streaks (blue) are associated strongly with the arrangement of the pentacene fragments and these remain mostly stable with applied electron dose. Other low order

\(^2\)Just as the diffracted intensities are given by a convolution with the lattice basis
reflections (red) associated primarily with the side-chains are rapidly affected by the electron beam. This observation agrees well with other research (11) that indicated a four times higher beam sensitivity of TIPS-pentacene compared to unsubstituted pentacene, which can be explained by the different aromaticity of the molecule constituents. The delocalized π-electrons present on the pentacene fragment can ‘repair’ most ionization damage caused by the beam (much like graphite has been found to be immune to radiolysis (12)). By contrast the ionization of a bonding electron in one of the isopropylsilyl groups results in the breaking of its chemical bond.

Importantly, the absence of the effects of radiolysis suggests that knock-on damage is the primary degradation mechanism of the pentacene fragment and there is no reason that knock-on displacements should be correlated in a single direction that lies almost perpendicular to the electron beam. Since the presence of diffuse streaks however can be explained only by such structural correlation, static disorder has been excluded from consideration.

A ‘frozen-phonon’ model (13) of the structure was used to simulate the dynamical electron diffraction pattern (via a multislice calculation (14)) incorporating the pentacene phonon mode. The structure model comprised a static matrix of isopropylsilyl side-chains with a molecular substitution of the pentacene fragments. The fragment positions were displaced by a Gaussian standard deviation (σ) applied along the pentacene long-axis direction; allowing the amplitude of the phonon mode to be determined by refinement. For such a calculation a large supercell of TIPS-pentacene was required, which resulted in a fine sampling of reciprocal space and improved fidelity of the diffuse scattering simulation (15). The large supercell also enabled a statistically significant number of independent atomic displacements to be included in the calculation using graphical processing units (GPUs) (16–18). The calculation steps were optimised and made the calculation time for an 18×18 supercell sufficiently fast (1.07 s per slice, including preparing the potential map) to achieve reliable statistics by averaging each pattern over 50
A simulated diffraction pattern with $\sigma=0.07$ Å and crystal thickness of 55 nm (the sample thickness was determined by matching the dynamical Bragg intensities) is shown in Figure 3A; the arrangement of diffuse streaks appears very similar to the experiment, notably the modulated streaks at the correct distance from the centre of the pattern and the absence of a streak passing through the unscattered beam and the $h2h0$ reflections. The simulation used a parallel incident electron beam resulting in the Bragg reflections being $\delta$-functions and so appearing almost uniformly intense compared to the weaker diffuse streaks. A quantitative comparison between the simulated and experimental patterns was achieved by matching linescans through the diffuse streaks; an example (labelled PQ in Figure 3A) is shown inset. By considering linescans across the entire pattern recorded at 100 K, a residual ($R$-factor (19)) calculation indicated that the best agreement occurred for $\sigma=0.07 \pm 0.02$ Å; the distribution of relative intermolecular distances (between centres of mass) arising from this phonon model was fit to a Gaussian with $\sigma_r=0.08 \pm 0.02$ Å. For experimental data recorded at room temperature, the minimum residual was found to be at $\sigma=0.09 \pm 0.02$ Å and a distribution of intermolecular distances with $\sigma_r=0.13 \pm 0.02$Å.

Further validation of the phonon model was achieved by comparison with molecular dynamics (MD) calculations at 100 and 300 K following the method given in Troisi et al. (20). The atomic coordinates from the MD trajectory were used in two ways: to produce diffraction patterns for comparison with the previous experimental and simulated patterns and to quantify the longitudinal motion of the pentacene fragment. The trajectories provided atomic coordinates that were input into the same electron scattering calculation as used previously and the resulting simulated electron diffraction pattern is shown in Figure 3B. The general form of Bragg reflections and diffuse streaks is in good agreement with both the experimental and simulated diffraction patterns (Figures 1C and 3A); this supports both the phonon model chosen previously and the output trajectories of the MD simulations. However the supercell thickness used
for the MD simulation was fixed at 5.051 nm (to limit the size of the MD calculation), much thinner than the experimental crystal thickness making direct quantitative comparison difficult. Nevertheless, information about the specific phonon mode under scrutiny can be extracted from the MD trajectories. The intermolecular displacement of the pentacene fragment centres-of-mass was determined for temperatures between 30 and 300 K from MD simulations, the fitted $\sigma_r$ for these distributions are shown in Figure 3C, along with the two experimental values. There is a good agreement at 300 K where the MD returns $\sigma_r = 0.127$ Å, which compares well with the 0.13 Å refined from the scattering model. Likewise at 100 K, MD simulation returns $\sigma_r = 0.072$ Å (c.f. 0.08 Å for the scattering simulations).

There is little doubt that such large vibrational modes have the capability to significantly influence charge transfer in organic semiconductors, due to their narrow band structure and the high sensitivity of the transfer integral to intermolecular displacements (3, 21). Quantum chemical calculations in (20) provided a quantitative evaluation of the extent to which the electronic coupling between HOMOs localized on adjacent molecules changes as a function of the relative molecular displacement along the [2̅10] direction of a TIPS-pentacene crystal. In Figure 3D this change (top) is compared with the distribution of relative displacements computed from the MD simulation (bottom), which is very similar to that inferred from the diffraction patterns. The observed displacements (of the order of tens of picometres) are sufficient to cause fluctuations of the intermolecular coupling of the same order of magnitude of its average value. This results in an expanded tail of trap states in the valence band of organic semiconductors which manifests itself in smaller localization lengths for higher temperatures. The negative $\mu$-T dependence at higher temperatures that was observed in several high-performance organic semiconductors (22) and the evidence of charge carrier localization from charge modulation spectroscopy (4) can be both understood in terms of large fluctuations of the intermolecular distances that can be now probed directly and experimentally with the technique presented here.
We have shown that the streaks observed in the experimental diffraction pattern are generated by changes in the relative distance between close molecules. The simulation of the experimental pattern based on rigid molecular displacements and classical MD simulations (all modes included) are similar because the diffraction pattern is less affected by intramolecular motions and long wavelength acoustic modes that are included in the MD simulation but not in the rigid molecule model. Importantly, it is the relative displacement between molecules that has the largest influence on the electronic structure of molecular semiconductors, i.e. the analysis of the experimental diffraction pattern has the ability to provide information on the nuclear modes that matter most for charge transport. We have been able to observe similar diffuse scattering contrast in a broad range of molecular semiconductors as well as inorganic materials (Supporting Information) and this suggests that our technique is indeed widely applicable and provides a powerful tool to study the interplay between lattice dynamics and the transport of charges as well as excitons in functional materials with fine-scale microstructure.
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Figure 1: A) Schematic structure of the TIPS-pentacene molecule showing the conjugated $\pi$-electron density on the pentacene fragment. B) Ideal structure of the TIPS-pentacene crystal projected along [001]. C) Experimental electron diffraction pattern recorded from a TIPS-pentacene crystal parallel to [001], this has been adjusted to increase the visibility of the streaks at high scattering angles. D) The relationship between a linear motion in real-space and E) the diffuse scattering resultant in reciprocal space. Note the pantacene fragment in B) and C) are aligned parallel, resulting in the streak direction in D) and E) being parallel too.
Figure 2: A) Uncorrected SAD pattern of TIPS-pentacene belonging to a time series of 35 exposures taken at 300 K. B) Intensity profiles with increasing electron dose of the streak (blue), ±120 reflections (green) and other low order reflections (red) as indicated in A).
Figure 3: A) Simulated electron diffraction pattern produced from the pentacene-phonon model. The inset shows a comparison between linescans taken from the line PQ in the simulated pattern (blue line) and the experimental pattern in Fig. 1C (red points) at 100 K. B) Simulated electron diffraction pattern produced from atomic coordinates in a molecular dynamics trajectory calculated for calculated for 100 K (average of 10 snapshots). C) Interatomic displacement parameters ($\sigma_r$) from the MD simulation between 25 and 300 K (black) and for the 100 and 300 K experimental values (blue). D) bottom: Distribution of the relative pentacene offsets along $[2\bar{1}0]$ between each molecule and its 4 adjacent, in-plane neighbours (red and blue, see inset) from a molecular dynamics simulation at 300 K. top: Change of the coupling $\tau(d)$ as a function of the relative displacement $d$ along $[2\bar{1}0]$ between HOMO orbitals localized on adjacent in-plane pentacene molecules. The percent change $\tau(d)/\tau(0) \cdot 100$ is reported for two non-equivalent pairs of molecules in the $a - b$ plane shown inset. Red and blue curves correspond to the black-red and black-blue pairs of molecules, respectively.
Supplementary Information

Sample Preparation

The diffraction results presented in this work were enabled by a new sample preparation process. Unlike in previously reported work (23, 24), the TIPS-pentacene films produced here were not deposited on a supporting film that could give rise to unwanted background signal in electron diffraction patterns. Instead polystyrene sulfonic acid (PSS) was chosen as it allows TIPS-pentacene (like most organic semiconductors) to form crystalline layers on top, and can be subsequently diluted in water to release the overlying TIPS-pentacene film. The TIPS-pentacene was applied onto the PSS in a drop-casting process which was optimised to yield large but thin, defect-free crystals as follows:

An 18.53 weight percent PSS solution in water from Scientific Polymer Products Inc. was spin-coated onto a cleaned glass substrate at 2500 r.p.m. for 30s. A 0.01 weight percent solution of TIPS-pentacene in tetralin was drop-cast onto the substrate which was constantly held at 60°C in a nitrogen atmosphere almost fully saturated with tetralin. After the slow evaporation of the tetralin solvent the sample was removed from the glovebox and a few droplets of deionised water were applied to dilute the PSS layer. After a few minutes, TIPS-pentacene crystals floated on the water surface where they were easily picked up by a TEM grid as shown in Supplementary Figure 1.

The large size of the grains in Supplementary Figure 1 suggests that the procedure produces highly uniform crystals with length scales of ∼100s of μm. Atomic force microscopy measurements revealed that the crystal thickness ranged from 30nm to 100nm, whereas most crystals showed a thickness of ∼60nm. A bright field electron micrograph of one of the TIPS samples (shown in Supplementary Figure 2) shows grains close to a crack in the film, the size of the grains extends beyond the field of view and shows that within the grain the uniformity of the
crystal is extremely high. This is highlighted by the visible bend contours that remain almost uninterrupted through most of the image, the local bending however means that high spatial resolution is required for the experiment, as accurate knowledge of the zone-axis orientation of the crystal is required for the structural analysis shown in this article and sampling across a range of orientations would make this analysis much more complex.

**Diffraction Intensity Extraction**

For quantitative analysis of electron scattering the diffraction patterns were recorded using high dynamic range imaging-plates (25) produced by Ditabis. The exposed plates were digitised using the image plate scanner, resulting in images with approximately 2.3 million grey-levels, with an assumption of a linear response of the signal to the electron dose. The as-recorded [001] zone axis diffraction pattern acquired using a Philips CM30 TEM operating at 300 kV and a sample temperature of 100 K is shown in Supplementary Figure 3A. Analysis of the Bragg reflections was performed directly from the as-recorded diffraction patterns. Linescans through the Bragg reflections were taken and the area under each reflection used as a measure of the reflection intensity. The background contribution was estimated from the intensity at the limits of the reflection and this was subtracted to produce the raw reflection intensities. Thermal normalisation of the reflections was performed using a Wilson normalisation (26).

To analyse the diffuse streak intensity the same approach was taken but through a different sequence of stages. Since the general background intensity decreased radially from the centre of the diffraction pattern but the streaks were linear through the pattern there was no simple method to perform the background subtraction after the intensities were recorded; instead the background was estimated for the whole pattern and removed. A radial average of intensity \((I)\) centred on the unscattered beam was recorded and is shown in Supplementary Figure 3B (note the abscissa is shown for \(log(I)\)) along with a function fitted to the curve. While the
agreement at very low scattering angles and very high scattering angles is moderate, there is a generally good agreement for a wide range of the curve. This background was subtracted from the pattern (to produce Supplementary Figure 3C) and linescans along five of the diffuse streaks were recorded.

**Structural Analysis**

In order to determine the likely motion in TIPS-pentacene from electron diffraction patterns it was important to carefully relate the information in the experimental patterns to the structure. In the [001] zone axis diffraction pattern (Fig. 3c) the streak direction is approximately parallel to [120]* and the real-space motion should be perpendicular to this direction. Supplementary Figure 4 shows a $3 \times 3$ cell in which only the pentacene fragments have been included; a set of (120) planes have been highlighted in the cells and it is apparent how the long axis of the pentacene molecule lies almost exactly within the trace of this plane. The long axis of the pentacene fragment is approximately along $[2\bar{T}0]$, which is at 89.2° to [120]*. Supplementary Figures 5A and 5A show electron diffraction patterns recorded at 100 K parallel to the [011] and [\bar{T}12] zone axes. In these cases the diffuse streak directions are $[12\bar{2}]^*$ and $[24\bar{T}]^*$ respectively, all three of which are also normal to $[2\bar{T}0]^*$ reinforcing this is the likely direction of motion of the pentacene fragment.

The perpendicular distance from the origin to the strongest streak observed in the experimental [001] zone axis diffraction pattern was 8.7 nm$^{-1}$. As indicated in Supplementary Figure 4, the projected benzene ring diameter in the pentacene fragment is 2.28 Å, the reciprocal distance of this is 4.35 nm$^{-1}$, showing that the strong streak is the second order feature (the first order streak is not particularly visible given the strong Bragg reflections close to the centre of the pattern). The two reflections that lie closest to this strongest streak are $5\bar{5}0$ and $4\bar{5}0$. These sets of planes are also indicated in Supplementary Figure 4. The relative positions of adjacent
pentacene fragments will clearly have a significant effect on these two sets of planes. This is further support for the diffuse scattering being caused by motion of the pentacene fragments along their long axes.

**Electron-Irradiation Effects**

Much work has been undertaken to ensure that the results obtained describe the actual intrinsic lattice motion rather than electron beam-induced artefacts. This paragraph will therefore describe the degradation analysis in a little more detail and develop two additional arguments that were omitted in the main text against the observation beam-induced defects and the uncertainty due to beam-induced phonons.

The arguments result from a closer examination of the time series showing the degradation of the diffraction pattern taken from a constantly illuminated sample region. Analysis and comparison of the evolution of different intensity features obtained from time series taken at either 100 K or 300 K and at varying beam intensities give a valuable insight into the impact a particular electron dose has on the organic crystal. Supplementary Figure 6A) coincides with the diffraction pattern shown in Supplementary Figure 2A in the main article and shows the first diffraction pattern of such a series where the sample was still pristine. Self-written ImageJ plugins (27) were used to extract the evolution of particular intensity features such as the line scan presented in Supplementary Figure 6B) which shows one of the diffuse streaks, comprising the full streak width as indicated in Supplementary Figure 6A). Arranging the linescans from the subsequently taken diffraction patterns along a third axis (which therefore corresponds to the electron dose) yields a 3D surface plot as shown in Supplementary Figure 6C).

In this time series a high electron dose of $8.8 \times 10^{-3}$ C/cm$^2$ has been applied between images, which shows degradation effects more clearly and therefore allows for conclusions about the stability of different components of the molecule as described in the main text. Nevertheless,
it has been found that even for such high electron doses the streak intensity (corrected for reflections as for the refinement procedure) never exceeded 30% of the initial value.

Supplementary Figure 6D) shows the evolution of the streak intensity (not corrected for the reflections on the streak) for a diffraction pattern series taken at 100 K with an electron dose of $4.0 \times 10^{-3} \text{ C/cm}^2$ applied between images.

Due to the higher thermal stability at low temperatures, the degradation which can be observed in the diffraction pattern as a fading of the reflections is significantly reduced. However, while the intensity of the reflections decreases only marginally at 100 K, the colouring in Supplementary Figure 6D) towards more red and green suggests a more enhanced rise in streak intensity with applied electron dose at 100 K and our experience has shown that this is even more severe at temperatures as low as 10 K. Explaining the diffuse streak intensity via electron beam induced defects fails because the streak intensity was always found to increase most at lower temperatures, while at these temperatures the there was a smaller degradation in the intensity of the other reflections.

By investigating how strongly the streak intensity rises with applied electron beam intensity it is possible to get an idea of the quantitative uncertainty arising from electron beam heating effects. Supplementary Figure 8E) shows a comparison of the evolution in streak intensity (corrected for reflections as in the refinement procedure) with applied electron doses of $4.0 \times 10^{-3} \text{ C/cm}^2$ as in Supplementary Figure 6D) for 300 K (red) and 100 K (blue). The graph confirms the observation that the increase in diffuse streak intensity is more severe at low temperatures where the sample is thermally more stable and thus more beam resistant. As with all series, they have been conducted at previously unexposed sample regions to avoid initial beam degradation which would otherwise occur during alignment of the electron beam. Both the electron dose and the beam intensity applied during these series form an upper limit of the values that were used to acquire the diffraction patterns for the actual refinement process. Therefore it is possible to
make assumptions about the maximum uncertainty arising from beam induced phonons. While an increase of diffuse streak intensity of 20% for the 100 K series is not negligible, the electron doses incident on the diffraction pattern used in the refinement procedure correspond to the ones incident at the very first diffraction patterns of the time series. Additionally the high sensitivity of the imaging plates used for actual data acquisition (the time series were performed using a CCD camera) allows not only for a better signal to noise ratio but also to use lower electron doses. Therefore the error arising from electron beam induced heating for both, 300 K and 100 K is estimated not to exceed 5 to 10% of the actual reported value.

**Residual Calculations**

The sum of residuals of $R$-factor is a conventional measure for comparing the structure factors of experimental ($F_{\text{obs}}$) and simulated ($F_{\text{calc}}$) diffraction data (19). The $R$-factor is defined as:

$$R_2 = \frac{\sum_h |I_{h}^{\text{obs}} - K \cdot I_{h}^{\text{calc}}|}{\sum_h I_{h}^{\text{obs}}}$$

where $K$ is a normalising factor such that:

$$K = \frac{\sum_h I_{h}^{\text{obs}}}{\sum_h I_{h}^{\text{calc}}}$$

The calculated structure factors were produced by a multislice calculation using atomic positions determined from X-ray diffraction studies. The resulting R-factors as a function of crystal thickness are shown in Supplementary Figure 7. There is a minimum in the function for a thickness of 55nm (comparable with that expected from section 1). Any dynamical effects present would be dominated by scattering involving the strongest reflections: namely 120, 450 and 510, in the ideal structure the ratio $I_{450}:I_{510}$ should be approximately 0.65 but from the experimental intensities it is 2.02, suggesting that some correction is required (in the simulated
55nm thick crystal the ratio of these reflection intensities is 2.51 suggesting that the incorporated dynamical scattering is a good approximation.

A similar residual calculation was performed to compare lines scans from the diffuse streaks in the experimental and simulated diffraction patterns. In this case the major difference was that the relative weakness of the diffuse scattering made the residual extremely sensitive to the scaling factor \( K \) in the calculation. In this case to improve reliability of the comparison the \( K \)-factor was taken to be the ratio of the sums of the Bragg reflections in the two patterns, in addition to the integrated intensities of the diffuse streaks. Using this approach the standard deviation of the pentacene-fragment phonon could be refined against the experimental diffuse scattering. The results of the calculation for diffraction patterns simulated for 55nm crystal thickness show a general minimum for a displacement parameter of the pentacene fragments along their long-axis of approximately 0.07 Å. Using the error calculation described in Vincent et al. (28), an estimate of the error in the measurement was returned. For an input of \( N=5 \) lines, the error was determined to be the range for which \( R<0.169 \), corresponding to an approximate error of ±0.02 Å in the displacement parameter. This error limit is indicated in Supplementary Figure 8A. Using the same approach the deviation parameter for the room temperature electron diffraction data was refined to be 0.09 Å. The error estimate was found to be the range for which \( R<0.250 \), corresponding to an error of ±0.02 Å, shown in Supplementary Figure 8B.

**Molecular Dynamics Calculations**

Force field and MD set-up is the same used in ref. 17 of the main manuscript with the exception of the size of the supercell used here that was 68.09 × 69.75 × 50.51 Å. The analysis presented in the main manuscript was performed over 10 snapshots taken at intervals of 0.6 ps of MD dynamics initiated after an equilibration of 100 ps.
Diffuse Scattering in Other Materials

We have found that diffuse scattering features caused by molecular motions appear in electron diffraction patterns for a wide range of organic semiconductors. In Supplementary Figures 9A) and B0 respectively we show examples of the raw data diffraction pattern of molecular crystals of 1,4,8,11-tetramethyl-6,13-triethylsilylethynyl pentacene (TMTES-pentacene) and 2,8-Difluoro-5,11-bis(triethylsilylethynyl)anthradithiophene (Dif-TESADT). These show characteristic diffuse streaks similar to those observed in TIPS-pentacene discussed in the main text. The quantitative analysis of the diffuse scattering in TMTES-pentacene and Dif-TESADT in terms of the dominant molecular motions and their amplitudes could not yet be completed (mainly because of uncertainties about the details of the crystal structures) and will be presented elsewhere. However we show these diffraction patterns here to illustrate that the observation of the diffuse scattering is by no means limited to specific molecules, but can be observed in a broad range of molecular crystals.

We have also observed similar features in inorganic materials, an example of which is the perovskite rhenium trioxide (Supplementary Figure 9C). In this system the diffuse scattering is caused by the motion of the rigid MO$_3$ octahedra. In all these systems the motion of such significant portions of the structures explains why lattice vibrations are strongly linked to the electrical optical and thermal properties of the materials; making analysis of the structural dynamics an essential study.

Author Contributions

The experimental electron diffraction work was performed jointly by AE and SI. Electron diffraction simulations were conducted by AE and electron irradiation studies were performed by SI. Molecular dynamics simulations were performed by AT. The text was written primarily by AE and SI with input from AT, HS and PM.
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Supplementary Figure 4: Polarised light optical micrograph of a TIPS-pentacene crystal supported on a TEM grid
Supplementary Figure 5: Electron micrograph of grains in a TIPS-pentacene film indicating the substantial grain size in the films.
Supplementary Figure 6: A) Electron diffraction pattern recorded parallel to the [001] direction of a TIPS-pentacene crystal. B) Radial average of intensity in the diffraction pattern in a shown with a best-fit line. C) Electron diffraction pattern in A) after background correction.

Supplementary Figure 7: Schematic structure of TIPS-pentacene viewed along [001] with only the pentacene fragments shown. (120) planes are indicated to show the relationship between the approximate streak direction and the pentacene fragment arrangement. The (450) and (530) planes are highlighted to indicate their relationship with the longitudinal arrangement of the pentacene fragments.
Supplementary Figure 8: Electron diffraction patterns recorded parallel to A) [011] and B) [112] zone axes of TIPS-pentacene. The arrangement of streaks in these patterns shows that the diffuse scattering is in the form of ‘sheets’ in reciprocal space with a normal parallel to [2\text{TO}]^*.
Supplementary Figure 9: A) Uncorrected, logarithmically scaled SAD diffraction pattern of TIPS-pentacene belonging to a time series of 35 images taken at 300 K. B) Intensity profile of the line scan from the streak area indicated in (A) whereas the scan width was chosen to comprise the full streak width. C) Evolution of the intensity profile shown in (B) under electron beam irradiation where an electron dose of $8.8 \times 10^{-3}$ C/cm$^2$ has been applied between images. D) Top view of an 100 K streak intensity profile evolution as shown in (C) with an electron dose of $4.0 \times 10^{-3}$ C/cm$^2$ applied between images.

Supplementary Figure 10: Plot of $R_2$ between experimental and simulated Bragg reflection intensities as function of crystal thickness.
Supplementary Figure 11: Plot of $R^2$ between experimental and simulated diffuse streak intensities as function of frozen-phonon model displacement parameter for A) 100 K diffraction data and B) 300 K diffraction data. Horizontal lines indicate the range of estimated error in the displacement parameter in each plot.
Supplementary Figure 12: Experimental electron diffraction patterns showing diffuse scattering features recorded from A) TMTES-pentacene B) DiF-TESADT and C) rhenium trioxide